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Dear Commissioners,
Please accept the following as my continuing comments on the Waste Confidence Docket RIN 3150-AJ20,
NRC-2012-0246. I continue to stand by my previous comments, and present these as additional comments.
Fuel pool fires appear to be an outstanding item at Fukushima. I suggest that the testing has not extended to
all problems inherent during and subsequent to a fuel pool fire. Also the assumptions of what will work and
when were developed during a time when 'single failure criterion' and flooding design was considered
uncontestable.
First, 'single failure criterion' has failed at Fukushima. SFC assumes that, if a st ructure or part fails on the
chain to a above class C accident, only one more safety related part or structure may be assumed in
calculations to fail. Many safety related parts or structures failed, and Fukushima experienced an 'greater than
class c' accident. I request that 'greater than class c' accident scenarios be recalculated without the
assumption of single failure criteria and published before any licenses issue.
Second, fires at the fuel pools at Fukushima appear to have burned with the zirconium-steam reaction which is
a substitution reaction along these lines: Zirconium + steam yields zirconium oxide + hydrogen. The recent
changes allowed in more concentrated fuel pool stacking may increase the risk of a fire by an oxidation
reaction: Zirconium + Oxygen yields Zirconium oxide and much more energy. The greater energy from an
oxidation reaction would increase the severity of the accident.
The reasons that recent changes may result in an increase in the severity of an accident are several and
cumulative. The fuel pools have been designed to earthquake standards which considered outdated data.
Recent earthquake experience, like Fukushima and Virginia, demonstrate earthquake data not seen
previously. Fukushima is the first experience where 2 different techtonic plates moved simultaneously far from
each other. The earthquake at a Virginia NPP was small, but in a location which appeared safe from
earthquakes. The stacking in fuel pools needs to survive earthquakes. If the earthquake data is outdated, the
risk of stacking failure increases. Increased chance of criticality in the spent fuel results from stacking failure
due to designs based on outdated data.
In other words, recriticality can result from the spent fuel rods falling down into a pile during an earthquake.
The next issue is fires in fuel pools. Fukushima and Three Mile Island saw melting and hydrogen explosions in
the reactor. Media and the NRC gave out estimates from 70 to 90% core melted. The estimates suggest that
the accident was fueled by a criticality where only substitution reactions of zirconium + steam were evident.
This was inside the pressure vessel and did not affect the spent fuel pools. Fukushima was not as fortunate,
and fires raged in fuel pools.
Fires that happen in cores are unlikely to be supplied with oxygen from the air as cores are pressurized by
steam. Fuel pools are open to the air. Zirconium fires reacting with the air must also reach an ignition
temperature. If conditions are reached to ignite a zirconium + oxygen fire, a fuel pool can experience run-away
reaction rates for the fires.
Run-away fires have not been experienced in fuel pools so far. Workers and victims at Fukushima may
disagree with this statement. I request that this statement stands as I shall expound further on fires.
Recriticality can occur in fuel pools. Restacking which the NRC has allowed to increase capacity lowers 'K', the
criticality coefficient. If a criticality occurs, the temperature can rise to the point of ignition of the zirconium. The
fuel pool has coolant to avoid this type of fire. Earthquakes can cause coolant flow to fail especially if designed
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with outdated data. Fuel pools have not been redesigned in light of the new earthqueake data. NRC and
licensees should take the new earthquake data into consideration before fuel pools are considered adequate
by the NRC to issue licenses.
The temperature at which zirconium + oxygen fires will runaway has not been established adequately in fuel
pools. These temperatures may be related to surface, alloying, chemistry of coolant, coolant flow and other
parameters. A study of these parameters is needed as Waste confidence requires use of fuel pools for a period
of time before transfer of SNF to casks or geological repository.
I would very much appreciate an answer to the above comments, Respectfully submitted, Marvin Lewis
marvlewis(Diuno.com 11-30-12.
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